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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

OCTOBER:   51 HOURS

NOVEMBER:  59 HOURS

DECEMBER:  20 HOURS

New Media Arts website
Comprend.io page designs

Wefficiency page designs

Nest Egg Guru page designs & coding



I began my semester with an internship with the New Media Arts (NMA) program, under 
Chris Gargiulo. The main semester goal was to redesign the NMA website. While I was there, 
our work primarily consisted of gathering & organizing an archive of past student work & 
portfolios. Normally we only see the projects that are created within our cohort so I found the 
process very inspiring. It gave me a better idea of the kind of professional portfolio I’d like to 
have by the end of the NMA program and the level that can be achieved. My one disappoint-
ment was that I wasn’t able to see the website redesign through to its completion.

About nine weeks into the semester, I transferred to an internship at Sudokrew—a software 
and web development company. Their work centers on problem solving and solution finding, 
including building and developing software to meet the various need of companies. Their 
design focus is not just on the aesthetic but on user experience and functionality. Their team 
consists primarily of developers so being able to see and be integrated into their workflow has 
really changed the way I work and my views about the role that front-end programming plays 
and the scope that can be accomplished when that comes together with back-end program-
ming. I’ve always been slightly more interested in web design as opposed to print but after 
my internship at Sudokrew I feel like my motivation to learn more about front-end design & 
coding has only grown. I would highly recommend this internship to another student who is 
interested in pursuing a career in web design in the future.
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STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES

Sudokrew really helped me redefine what my strengths and weaknesses are. Working within 
the confines of another designer’s pre-existing site styles while designing new pages and 
partials that maintained consistency with the rest of the site was a new experience that I 
enjoyed. My experience at Sudokrew has also helped my design become more thoughtful—
considering user flows and interaction to improve the user’s overall experience.

One of the most challenging things was understanding Sudokrew’s workflow and how code 
is passed within teams to accomplish large projects, which was a huge leap from the static 
brochure type of sites we code individually in the NMA program. It was also an exciting 
challenge to learn how to use new software (Sass with Handlebars, Bootstrap framework, 
Sublime Text, iTerminal). The experience has also helped me gain a much better perspective 
into the field of web design and development and the skill level required to work as a  
professional in the industry.



I designed layouts for various pre-existing projects. Most design revisions 
were focused on restructuring information & organization instead of 
the site styles themselves. Many drafts and revisions were made before 
the final designs were submitted. Designing pages and partials based on 
current styles wasn’t as satisfying as designing an entire site from scratch 
but it’s essential work.

I feel like it took me a much longer time to design and code things 
compared to what I would estimate in my project tickets. The process has 
made me more aware of time management and efficiency.

MY WORK
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